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Abstract

Effective space monitoring helps improve utilization of
seminar rooms in the work place. This paper presents
CrowdButtons as a simple solution to real-time space
monitoring by crowdsourcing. CrowdButtons are tan-
gible reporting devices designed to collect room status
data from passersby. Anyone may participate in the mi-
cro QA task instantly by clicking a button, while the
dashboard displays real-time room status as well as vi-
sualization of space usage patterns over time.

Introduction
Properly schedule meetings to a limited space is a challenge.
We should satisfy the time needs of a group of people and al-
locate the selected time slot into an available meeting room.
However, meeting schedule is not always static. It is con-
stantly changing over time. For instance, in a university, the
prior schedule is used to schedule regular meeting. But, there
are many temporary meetings or modified schedule happen-
ing anytime. They use post-it to make a reservation (see Fig-
ure 1). In addition, available rooms are often located in dif-
ferent place. It’s no easy way to check whether the room is
available. Thus, knowing the actual use of space can help
for planning a meeting, especially for an ad hoc meeting or
adjusting schedule by a conflict.

Figure 1: Prior schedule and ad hoc meeting reservation

Identifying activities in real world is difficult for com-
puter. The same high-level activity may be performed in
various ways by different people in different context. Tra-
ditional sensor-based activity recognition demands an full
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infrastructure which incorporates multiple sensors for real-
time sensing the environment, large database for storing time
sequence data, and intelligent software for reasoning, learn-
ing and inference(Yang 2009). In contrast, human is able to
recognize activities well based on commonsense knowledge
and high-level reasoning ability.

In the paper, we introduce a crowd-aware monitoring
mechanism which allows occasional crowds to report room
activity by a tangible device in one second. The monitoring
dashboard presents the real-time room status to help people
seek the available space and show the long-term usage pat-
tern for deeper understand the space utilization.

Crowd-Aware Space Monitoring
Figure 2 shows the proposed crowd-aware space monitor-
ing system. The buttons offer an easy opportunity for any
passerby to report the current activity in the room, and the
dashboard presents time-indexed usage and room status as
predicted by simple majority from data collected.

Figure 2: The crowd-aware space monitoring system.

Collecting Room Status by Crowd
Careful design of task, location and incentives is required
to successfully engage people to help us identify the room
status.

Micro QA Task Inspired by twitch crowdsourcing (Vaish
et al. 2014) and communitysourcing (Heimerl et al. 2012),
we encourage people to make small contributions by an-
swering a simple multiple-choice question as shown below.
• Q: What kind of activity is happening in the room now?
• A: 1. Empty 2. Meeting 3. Lecture 4. Study
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Crowd Reporting Device We developed the CrowdBut-
tons, a physical reporting device that allows passersby to re-
port the room activity in an instant. Each device comprises
one customizable question area, four colorful buttons num-
bered 1 through 4, three LED lights, together with an Ar-
duino Yún microprocessor. The CrowdButtons are deployed
in common areas with many people passing by on a regu-
lar basis. As a person can easily recognize the activity in
the room, anyone can contribute by pressing a button and
the data will be submitted via WIFI to the server. The LED
lights provide visual feedback on reporting progress.

Space Dashboard
The dashboard is designed for presenting space usage data.
We use simple majority to decide the current room activ-
ity within a time interval. The most possible answer among
multiple candidates is selected by referring to the prior
schedule. If there is no report for a while, we assume the
room to be empty. Otherwise, the crowd data are aggregated
into hourly, daily and weekly reports. The detailed history
may be filtered by event type or location. We use multiple
and stacked bar chart to visualize the time-based data for
better understanding of the long-term trend.

Pilot Experiment
We conducted a pilot experiment in a university and col-
lected the crowdsourced data from CrowdButtons, ground
truth data from 4 volunteers and prior schedule from reser-
vation calendar.

From March 20 to April 6, 2014, there are 584 contribu-
tions from CrowdButtons with very good data coverage as
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4). We are able to observe the
correlation between the number of people and contributions.
We collected only 41 ground truth data from the recruited
volunteers during the same period, which indicates that un-
paid volunteers made relatively few contributions with poor
data coverage.

Figure 3: Average hourly contribution.

Figure 4: Daily contribution.

Preliminary results suggest that crowd data are more ef-
fective in capturing actual space usage than prior schedule.

As summarized in Figure 5, crowd data performed compe-
tently in predicting room status with frequent reporting. In-
stead of jumping to the wrong conclusion as prior schedule,
incorrect predictions are avoided with the admission of miss-
ing data from the crowd.

Figure 5: Pilot experiment results

Conclusion and Future Work
We designed and deployed a crowd-aware space monitor-
ing system in a university department. The results show that
crowd data can effectively capture the actual space usage,
outperforming prior schedule. It is interesting to observe that
the building is always half empty and the unexpected empty
situation happens very often (see Figure 6).

A successful system relies on active participation of peo-
ple for reporting room activity. We plan to make the Crowd-
Buttons more interactive to encourage sustainable contribu-
tions from the crowd.

Figure 6: Half empty situation
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